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What happened at 15-12-2015 ?What happened?

2 plots with a bump! 

CAVEAT: bumps often 
appear and die away 

What is exciting about it?

• the bump is consistent with 
previous/other DATA 

• we need more data to be  
conclusive  

• the two searches are “simple”
Need more data to be 

conclusive but very 
promising !!!

Two Bumps!!!



The DiPhoton Frenzy
Enormous amount of theory papers already in the first two weeks!

Now we have reached around 400 papers 
Compatible with prediction of	

arXiv:1603.01204



How to explain the excess?

Simpler interpretation: new resonance at 750 GeV

Basic features of the excess!
Peak at 750 GeV

WIDTH: inconclusive but ATLAS favours large �

mS
⇠ 6%

The first LHC data about pp collisions at
p
s = 13TeV agree with the Standard Model (SM),

except for a hint of an excess in pp ! �� peaked at invariant mass around 750GeV [1]. We

denote the new resonance with the symbol, z, used in archaic greek as the digamma letter and

later as the number 6 ⇡ Mz/Mh, but disappeared twice. New data will tell if the z resonance

disappears or is confirmed. In the meantime, the z excess attracted significant theoretical

interest [2–315].a Indeed, unlike many other anomalies that disappeared, the �� excess cannot

be caused by a systematic issue, neither experimental nor theoretical. Theoretically, the SM

background is dominated by tree-level qq̄ ! �� scatterings, which cannot make a �� resonance.b

Experimentally, one just needs to identify two photons and measure their energy and direction.

The �� excess is either the biggest statistical fluctuation since decades, or the main discovery.

1 Data

During the Moriond 2016 conference CMS presented new data taken without the magnetic field;

ATLAS presented a new analysis with looser photon selection cuts (called ‘spin 2’ analysis to

distinguish it from the earlier ‘spin 0’ analysis); furthermore both collaborations recalibrated

photon energies in a way optimised around 750GeV rather than around Mh = 125GeV. As a

result, the statistical significance of the �� excess increased slightly, both in CMS and in ATLAS.

Fig. 1a shows the �� spectra: we consider the ‘spin 0’ ATLAS analysis and the sum of

CMS photon categories. Both ATLAS and CMS find the most statistically significant �� excess

around 750 GeV. Their consistency can be seen from the peak in fig. 1b where we summed

ATLAS and CMS event counts.c The width of the resonance ranges between 0 and 100 GeV,

and can be larger (‘broad’) or smaller (‘narrow’) than the experimental resolution of about 6�10

GeV. The best-fit width is � ⇠ 45GeV ⇠ 0.06Mz. The total rates in the two cases, narrow and

broad, are:

�(pp ! z ! ��)
p
s = 8TeV

p
s = 13TeV

narrow broad narrow broad

CMS 0.63± 0.31 fb 0.99± 1.05 fb 4.8± 2.1 fb 7.7± 4.8 fb

ATLAS 0.21± 0.22 fb 0.88± 0.46 fb 5.5± 1.5 fb 7.6± 1.9 fb

(1)

ATLAS and CMS do not perform a combined analysis. Näıve combinations of Higgs data gave

results close to the o�cial joint combination, so fig. 2 shows the näıve global fit for �(pp !
z ! ��) at

p
s = 8, 13TeV. The local excess is about 4�. The ‘look elsewhere e↵ect’ reduces

the global statistical significance by about 1�, assuming that experiments searched for an excess

in 100 similar other places. We don’t need to address such details: new data will decide if z
will reach the SM scalar h in the Particle Data Group or if z will instead reach N -rays in the

cemetery of anomalies.

aRef. [225] proposed “a theory of ambulance chasing” and predicted “that the total number of papers on the

topic will not exceed 310 papers by the June 1. 2016”. Full lists count 410 papers (see InSpires or David Andre).

The 4.2� excess is mostly due to an increased rate of papers after the announcement of new data at the Moriond

2016 conference. Here and in the rest of the paper we adopt the Gaussian approximation to statistics.
bSee [301] for a attempt of finding a Standard Model interpretation.
cWe leave to the intelligence of the reader to evaluate the possible statistical meaning of this unusual procedure.

�(pp ! ��)



Open questions?

Is it really a resonance at 750 GeV in diphotons?

Spin-0 or Spin-2 ?

Elementary of composite?

If a scalar: does it mix with the SM scalar?

What is the production !

mode at the LHC?

Is it a portal to a dark sector?

Is well motivated in !

UV completions of the SM?

What are expected !correlated signature?

How would explain a large width?



Plan of today

• Production Modes at the LHC!
• Spin 0 or Spin 2!
• Elementary or not …!
• Not a resonance in diphotons …

Characterisation of the excess

Model building aspects
• Hierarchy problem …!
• SUSY !
• PNGB … composite models!
• Dark matter portal

My personal choice over 400 papers!

Apologize if I miss something …



Production Mechanism -channel production of a single spin 0/2 resonance
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s

• To fit the excess we need!
• How about compatibility with 8TeV constraints?

���
13TeV ' 6 fb

���
8TeV  1.5 fb



Production Mechanism
The production mode should be compatible with 8TeV (<1.5 fb)
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���
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13TeV < 10 fb

���
13TeV < 13 fb

���
13TeV < 11 fb���

13TeV < 6 fb

���
13TeV < 6.5 fb

bound from �� @ 8 TeV

u,d,  � are in 2 sigma tension with 8 TeV data! 

���
8TeV < 2fb

OFFICIAL COMBINATION FROM ATLAS @ MORIOND

channel

2.5 2.7 4.3 5.1 5.4 2 4.7
�13TeV

�8TeV

gg��bb̄cc̄ss̄uū dd̄

SPIN 0 SPIN 2

2.9

Rescaling 8-TeV bound

���
13TeV  7.05 fb���

13TeV  3.75 fb ���
13TeV  8.1 fb



Photon production

DOMINANT INELASTIC CHANNEL:
 The photon PDFs have a large uncertainty 

but they drop from the ratio

�inel
13TeV

�inel
8TeV

= 2± 0.6

1601.07187

NNPDF

2.9

every tension  
has to be taken with a pinch of salt …

a disclaimer on photon fusion…
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Figure 1: Elastic-elastic, elastic-inelastic and inelastic-inelastic contributions to the photoproduc-
tion of the resonance R.

background events and tend to be detected in the detector barrel rather than the end caps. If the

hypothetical resonance has a large width and the large excess in the 700 GeV bin of the CMS search

is to be considered a signal, then this result is in tension with the interpretation of the large fraction

of CMS diphoton events with one photon detected in the barrel and one detected in the end cap

(EBEE category) as a scalar resonance signal. The situation for a wide resonance is improved for a

spin-2 resonance for which one expects more events in the EBEE category than for a scalar signal.

Elastic photoproduction events result in forward and backward protons which can be detected

by forward detectors installed by ATLAS and CMS [15, 16]. Elastic production is suppressed with

respect to inelastic. However, the detection of two intact protons in the final state, with mpp

matched to m��, can be used to remove background. It was estimated in [12] that approximately

20 fb�1 is needed for a 5-� discovery in this channel. In this paper we use this luminosity as a

benchmark to characterize which features of the production mechanism may be apparent in the

kinematic properties of excess events at or before 20 fb�1 of data.

Production via Photon Fusion

Following [11, 12], we will consider a model with an additional scalar particle R with mass m ⇡ 750

GeV whose only sizable coupling to SM particles is to photons via the operator

c��
v

RF 2 , (1)

with v = 246 GeV introduced to have dimensionless couplings, resulting in a partial width to

photons ��� of

��� =
c2��
4⇡

m3

v2
. (2)

2

1/2-ELASTIC

� � �

The intuition is that the photons PDFs dominant piece comes form bremsstrahlung of 
valence quarks in the proton

���
13

���
8

⇡ �uu
13

�uu
8

< 3

1601.00638
1512.05776
1512.05751  

1601.07187

1601.07774
ELASTIC=1/14 INELASTIC

collecting exclusive  
events at LHC? 

2 sigma tension with 8 TeV data 
seems unavoidable

Dominant is inelastic scattering

Large uncertainties in photon PDF

���
13TeV

���
8TeV

= 2.9Latest result

!Could be particularly promising if no other objects in final state!

arXiv:1601.07187

Still not optimal for 
compatibility with 

8TeV but it could be 
…



Summary on production modes
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Figure 2 – Combination of pp ! �� rates measured by ATLAS and CMS at 750GeV. The diagonal lines show the

ratio of
p
s = 8 to 13TeV pp ! z cross sections predicted for each parton: we see that data favours production

from gluons or heavy quarks.

Fig. 3 shows the z widths that reproduce the �� excess. In the left (right) panel we assumed

the production process with the largest (smallest) partonic luminosity, namely gg (bb̄). The main

lesson is that there is a minimal value of ��� , obtained assuming that z has a small width and

is dominantly produced from gg: restricting fig. 2a along the gg diagonal line one finds

�(pp ! z ! ��) = (2.8± 0.7) fb (3)

such that

(2J + 1)
���

Mz
=

s

KggCgg
�(pp ! z ! ��) = (3.8± 0.9) 10�7 (4)

in agreement with the blue region in fig. 3a. A larger ��� is needed if z has a larger width

(yellow regions) and/or is produced from other partons. For example, one needs ���/Mz >⇠ 10�4

(green regions) if �/Mz ⇠ 0.06 as favoured by ATLAS. Finally, reproducing �(pp ! z ! ��)

assuming that production from partonic photons dominates (a possibility disfavoured by data

at
p
s = 8TeV) needs the largest ���/Mz ⇠ 10�3.

The global fits in fig. 3 take into account the experimental bounds on other �(pp ! z ! f)

with final states f , as reported in table 1.

3 E↵ective Lagrangian

So far, �(pp ! z) and z decays have been described simply in terms of z widths. In order to

compute extra related processes we need to make extra theoretical assumptions. However the

Lagrangian interactions of z di↵er — even in their dimensionality — depending on the unknown

arXiv:1605.09401

Gluon fusion and heavy quarks are more promising ones



“Vanilla” Model for spin 0
Minimal Lagrangian to achieve gluon-fusion:!

—Majority of papers based on this effective theory—

L ⇠ gBB

⇤
�Bµ⌫Bµ⌫ +

gWW

⇤
�Wµ⌫Wµ⌫ +

gGG

⇤
�Gµ⌫Gµ⌫

�� ZZ Z� WW jj

gBBc
2
w + gWW s2w gBBs

2
w + gWW c2w s2w(gBB � gWW ) gWW gGG

CHANNELS

coupling

8 TeV
bounds <2 fb <12 fb <4 fb <40 fb <2.5 pb

I can tune the 2 parameters  
to set one of these 4 to zero

ASSOCIATED SIGNALS

no ATLAS yet..

at least 2 channels with EW gauge bosons 
associated with di-photons are 
required for gauge invariance

limits are weak  
(from CMS data scouting)

tied to production  

HOW GENERIC ARE THESE ASSOCIATED SIGNALS?

Implies new physics to generate dimension 5 operators
Implies correlated signals in di-bosons

Can accommodate the signal and be compatible with 8TeV !
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EQUIVALENT ONE WITH CP ODD SCALAR !

CAN BE ALSO CONSIDERED



arXiv:1512.05777

Assume new resonance mixes with the SM scalar
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Figure 6. Left: The 68% CL (darker green) and 95% CL (lighter green) regions of the parameter
space of the doublet-singlet model with the singlet coupled to a vector-like quark with charge
QX = 2/3. The gray region is the parameter space disfavored at 95% CL by ATLAS [39, 40] and
CMS [29] searches for a heavy Higgs boson decaying to WW and ZZ. We also show the contours
of constant �(pp ! S)Br(S ! gg) cross section. Right: The same for the mixing angle fixed as
sin↵ = 0.008 and presented in the space of Yukawa coupling yX and mass mX of the vector-like
quark. The dashed blue line marks the parameters for which the vector-like quark cancels the
quadratic divergent contribution to the Higgs mass from the SM top quark.

4 The Doublet-Singlet Model

The singlet model can be extended in a straightforward way. A particularly motivated
scenario is the one in which the scalar and the SM Higgs boson h mix. Such a mixing alters
the production and decay modes of both the singlet and doublet. Consequently, precision
Higgs measurements and resonant searches in various channels (the most important one
being S ! WW ) place strong constraints on the available parameter space.

As before, we assume that the singlet couples to new vector-like quarks via the Yukawa
coupling L � �yXS ¯XX. In addition, we assume that it couples to the SM via the Higgs
portal, that is through the coupling S|H|2. Then, after electroweak symmetry breaking,
the mass matrix of the scalars contains off-diagonal terms. To diagonalize the mass matrix
one needs to perform the rotation,

h ! h cos↵+ S sin↵ , S ! �h sin↵+ S cos↵ , (4.1)

where h is the physical Higgs mode. From the Higgs coupling measurements, the mixing
angle is constrained at 95% CL to be, sin↵ . 0.4 [41], independently of mS . Electroweak
precision tests impose slightly stronger constraints in the relevant mass range: following
the analysis of Ref. [42], for a mS = 750 GeV one finds sin↵  0.32 at 95% CL. In what
follows, we study further constraints on the mixing angle assuming S is responsible for the
diphoton excess at 750 GeV. As in the toy model, we find that the decay width of S is

– 10 –

always narrow in the relevant parameter space, and therefore the analysis using the narrow
width approximation is adequate.

Due to the mixing, the singlet acquires direct couplings to the SM gauge bosons and
fermions,

L � 1

v
(h cos↵+ S sin↵)

2

4
2m2

WW+
µ W�

µ +m2
ZZµZµ �

X

f

mf
¯ff

3

5 . (4.2)

This opens the possibility for S to decay to a pair of on-shell W and Z bosons. At the
same time, the tree-level Higgs couplings to the SM matter is reduced by cos↵, while the
one-loop couplings to gluons and photons may be altered. Furthermore, integrating out the
vector-like quark, induces the effective couplings of both S and h to gluons and photons:

L � e2

4v
cs�� cos↵SFµ⌫Fµ⌫ +

g2s
4v

csgg cos↵SG
a
µ⌫G

a
µ⌫

� e2

4v
cs�� sin↵hFµ⌫Fµ⌫ � g2s

4v
csgg sin↵hG

a
µ⌫G

a
µ⌫ (4.3)

where csvv are given in Eq. (3.3). As in the toy model, the couplings in the first line allow
S to be produced at the LHC and to decay to photons. The couplings in the second line,
together with the modifications in Eq. (4.2), affect the Higgs production cross-sections and
decay widths. We apply the experimental constraints on these couplings from LHC Higgs
searches using the likelihood function derived in Ref. [43].

In Fig. 6 we show the results assuming that the vector-like quark X has charge QX =

2/3, that is to say, it is a T 0 quark with the same color and electromagnetic quantum
numbers as the SM top quark. We can see that, in this case, the searches for heavy scalars
in the diboson decay channel place stringent limits on the mixing angle in the parameters
space favored by the diphoton excess, sin↵ . 0.01. The impact of the Higgs coupling
measurements is weaker in the T 0 case.

Changing QX or choosing a more complicated pattern of the vector-like quarks, we can
change the relation between csgg and cs�� compared to the T 0 case. This opens up more of
the parameter space and allows for larger values of the mixing angle, as shown in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8. We find that the mixing angles as large as sin↵ = 0.1 can be accommodated in this
framework, for sufficiently large Yukawa coupling, yX . For larger sin↵ the Higgs couplings
measurements (especially the h ! �� rate) exclude the entire parameter space fitting the
750 GeV excess and still allowed by diboson resonance searches. We also note that in the
model with csgg = 0, that is when X is a vector-like lepton with no color charge, there is
no allowed parameter space at all that fits the 750 GeV excess.

5 A Broad Resonance?

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the LHC diphoton data allow for a fairly wide O(10)-O(100) GeV
resonance at 750 GeV , which is significantly larger than the experimental resolution. While
these hints are not statistically significant at this point, it is interesting to contemplate on
the implications of such a possibility within the context of the singlet scenario.

– 11 –
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space of the doublet-singlet model with the singlet coupled to a vector-like quark with charge
QX = 2/3. The gray region is the parameter space disfavored at 95% CL by ATLAS [39, 40] and
CMS [29] searches for a heavy Higgs boson decaying to WW and ZZ. We also show the contours
of constant �(pp ! S)Br(S ! gg) cross section. Right: The same for the mixing angle fixed as
sin↵ = 0.008 and presented in the space of Yukawa coupling yX and mass mX of the vector-like
quark. The dashed blue line marks the parameters for which the vector-like quark cancels the
quadratic divergent contribution to the Higgs mass from the SM top quark.

4 The Doublet-Singlet Model

The singlet model can be extended in a straightforward way. A particularly motivated
scenario is the one in which the scalar and the SM Higgs boson h mix. Such a mixing alters
the production and decay modes of both the singlet and doublet. Consequently, precision
Higgs measurements and resonant searches in various channels (the most important one
being S ! WW ) place strong constraints on the available parameter space.

As before, we assume that the singlet couples to new vector-like quarks via the Yukawa
coupling L � �yXS ¯XX. In addition, we assume that it couples to the SM via the Higgs
portal, that is through the coupling S|H|2. Then, after electroweak symmetry breaking,
the mass matrix of the scalars contains off-diagonal terms. To diagonalize the mass matrix
one needs to perform the rotation,

h ! h cos↵+ S sin↵ , S ! �h sin↵+ S cos↵ , (4.1)

where h is the physical Higgs mode. From the Higgs coupling measurements, the mixing
angle is constrained at 95% CL to be, sin↵ . 0.4 [41], independently of mS . Electroweak
precision tests impose slightly stronger constraints in the relevant mass range: following
the analysis of Ref. [42], for a mS = 750 GeV one finds sin↵  0.32 at 95% CL. In what
follows, we study further constraints on the mixing angle assuming S is responsible for the
diphoton excess at 750 GeV. As in the toy model, we find that the decay width of S is
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space of the doublet-singlet model with the singlet coupled to a vector-like quark with charge
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CMS [29] searches for a heavy Higgs boson decaying to WW and ZZ. We also show the contours
of constant �(pp ! S)Br(S ! gg) cross section. Right: The same for the mixing angle fixed as
sin↵ = 0.008 and presented in the space of Yukawa coupling yX and mass mX of the vector-like
quark. The dashed blue line marks the parameters for which the vector-like quark cancels the
quadratic divergent contribution to the Higgs mass from the SM top quark.
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the production and decay modes of both the singlet and doublet. Consequently, precision
Higgs measurements and resonant searches in various channels (the most important one
being S ! WW ) place strong constraints on the available parameter space.
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portal, that is through the coupling S|H|2. Then, after electroweak symmetry breaking,
the mass matrix of the scalars contains off-diagonal terms. To diagonalize the mass matrix
one needs to perform the rotation,

h ! h cos↵+ S sin↵ , S ! �h sin↵+ S cos↵ , (4.1)

where h is the physical Higgs mode. From the Higgs coupling measurements, the mixing
angle is constrained at 95% CL to be, sin↵ . 0.4 [41], independently of mS . Electroweak
precision tests impose slightly stronger constraints in the relevant mass range: following
the analysis of Ref. [42], for a mS = 750 GeV one finds sin↵  0.32 at 95% CL. In what
follows, we study further constraints on the mixing angle assuming S is responsible for the
diphoton excess at 750 GeV. As in the toy model, we find that the decay width of S is
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always narrow in the relevant parameter space, and therefore the analysis using the narrow
width approximation is adequate.

Due to the mixing, the singlet acquires direct couplings to the SM gauge bosons and
fermions,

L � 1

v
(h cos↵+ S sin↵)

2

4
2m2
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µ +m2
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f
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5 . (4.2)

This opens the possibility for S to decay to a pair of on-shell W and Z bosons. At the
same time, the tree-level Higgs couplings to the SM matter is reduced by cos↵, while the
one-loop couplings to gluons and photons may be altered. Furthermore, integrating out the
vector-like quark, induces the effective couplings of both S and h to gluons and photons:
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cs�� cos↵SFµ⌫Fµ⌫ +

g2s
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csgg cos↵SG
a
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a
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cs�� sin↵hFµ⌫Fµ⌫ � g2s

4v
csgg sin↵hG

a
µ⌫G

a
µ⌫ (4.3)

where csvv are given in Eq. (3.3). As in the toy model, the couplings in the first line allow
S to be produced at the LHC and to decay to photons. The couplings in the second line,
together with the modifications in Eq. (4.2), affect the Higgs production cross-sections and
decay widths. We apply the experimental constraints on these couplings from LHC Higgs
searches using the likelihood function derived in Ref. [43].

In Fig. 6 we show the results assuming that the vector-like quark X has charge QX =

2/3, that is to say, it is a T 0 quark with the same color and electromagnetic quantum
numbers as the SM top quark. We can see that, in this case, the searches for heavy scalars
in the diboson decay channel place stringent limits on the mixing angle in the parameters
space favored by the diphoton excess, sin↵ . 0.01. The impact of the Higgs coupling
measurements is weaker in the T 0 case.

Changing QX or choosing a more complicated pattern of the vector-like quarks, we can
change the relation between csgg and cs�� compared to the T 0 case. This opens up more of
the parameter space and allows for larger values of the mixing angle, as shown in Fig. 7 and
Fig. 8. We find that the mixing angles as large as sin↵ = 0.1 can be accommodated in this
framework, for sufficiently large Yukawa coupling, yX . For larger sin↵ the Higgs couplings
measurements (especially the h ! �� rate) exclude the entire parameter space fitting the
750 GeV excess and still allowed by diboson resonance searches. We also note that in the
model with csgg = 0, that is when X is a vector-like lepton with no color charge, there is
no allowed parameter space at all that fits the 750 GeV excess.

5 A Broad Resonance?

As can be seen in Fig. 4, the LHC diphoton data allow for a fairly wide O(10)-O(100) GeV
resonance at 750 GeV , which is significantly larger than the experimental resolution. While
these hints are not statistically significant at this point, it is interesting to contemplate on
the implications of such a possibility within the context of the singlet scenario.
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quark. The dashed blue line marks the parameters for which the vector-like quark cancels the
quadratic divergent contribution to the Higgs mass from the SM top quark.
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The singlet model can be extended in a straightforward way. A particularly motivated
scenario is the one in which the scalar and the SM Higgs boson h mix. Such a mixing alters
the production and decay modes of both the singlet and doublet. Consequently, precision
Higgs measurements and resonant searches in various channels (the most important one
being S ! WW ) place strong constraints on the available parameter space.

As before, we assume that the singlet couples to new vector-like quarks via the Yukawa
coupling L � �yXS ¯XX. In addition, we assume that it couples to the SM via the Higgs
portal, that is through the coupling S|H|2. Then, after electroweak symmetry breaking,
the mass matrix of the scalars contains off-diagonal terms. To diagonalize the mass matrix
one needs to perform the rotation,

h ! h cos↵+ S sin↵ , S ! �h sin↵+ S cos↵ , (4.1)

where h is the physical Higgs mode. From the Higgs coupling measurements, the mixing
angle is constrained at 95% CL to be, sin↵ . 0.4 [41], independently of mS . Electroweak
precision tests impose slightly stronger constraints in the relevant mass range: following
the analysis of Ref. [42], for a mS = 750 GeV one finds sin↵  0.32 at 95% CL. In what
follows, we study further constraints on the mixing angle assuming S is responsible for the
diphoton excess at 750 GeV. As in the toy model, we find that the decay width of S is
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FIG. 1: Left: Allowed width ranges for explaining the diphoton resonance, in blue, assuming the production and decay dominate
the total width of the resonance. Constraints from unitarity (for reference model F9 of Table IV) and di-jet are shown as shaded
regions. Right: Same as left panel, but fixing the total width to 40 GeV through exotic decays.

II. IMPORTANCE OF THE WIDTH

Early indications, driven by ATLAS, are that the new resonance may have a substantial width, O(6%). Since the
decay to �� is a loop process and is naturally small, the observation of a substantial width has important implications
for the theory. We discuss these separately for the pp ! � ! �� case (explored in more detail in Sec. III) and for the
cascade decay case (discussed in more detail in Sec. IV; the conclusions on the width for the cascade case will also
apply to the Hidden Valley of Sec. V).

A. pp ! � ! �� process

As we have seen, the rate in the pp ! � ! �� process is given by
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where �� is the partial width into states not involved in production or �� decay.
If we hold R

��

fixed to fit the excess, we can solve for �
��

as a function of �
in

and vice versa. This is shown in
Fig. 1, as a blue band. Consider first the left-hand panel, in which �� = 0. If we increase �

in

, it drops out from the
expression, and the branching ratio to �� is very small, but compensated by the large production rate. The total
width of the resonance also grows, as it is dominated by �

in

. Eventually this direction is cut o↵ by the constraints
on di-jet resonances (red region in figure 1). Similarly, if we increase �

��

, we eventually approach the point where
nearly 100% branching ratio is to ��. This direction is, however, bounded by unitarity considerations, since at some
point the ‘t Hooft coupling g2

f

N
f

(or (g
s

/M)2N
f

for the scalar case) becomes non-perturbative and the theory enters
a regime of strong dynamics. This constraint is of course model dependent, and is shown in the green region in figure
1 for one of the models studied in Sect. III A, F9 of Table IV. Notice that the left-hand panel implies that it is hard to
obtain a 45 GeV width for the particle when the only contribution to its width is through the production and decay
channels.

Next, consider the impact of adding a decay of � to states not initiating the production or decay. This is shown
in the right-hand panel of Fig. 1, where �

tot

= �
��

+ �
in

+ �� = 45 GeV. In this case, either one requires the total
width to �� to be very large (� 1 MeV, which is a natural decay width through a single charged loop of fermions),
or �

in

must be substantial itself, which would favor a tree level �
in

unless there is a high multiplicity of particles; �
in

via loops of heavy particles would not be su�cient.
We conclude that there are two possibilities: (i) the particle is narrow and its width is dominated by the production

and decay modes, or (ii) the particle is broad in which case a substantial range of partial widths to the initial state
and to �� are possible. In neither case can a width of 45 GeV be obtained via the �� decay channel and production
only, whether that be at loop or tree level. We explore what ratios are possible in Sec. III.
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What if spin 2 ?
Spin 2 particle interacting with the SM via the Energy momentum tensor

determination of its quantum numbers to the form and
strength of its couplings, will require the best predic-
tions to be available to the experimental community.

The aim of this Letter is to provide for the first time a
fully general and process independent implementation
of the Lagrangian of a generic spin-2 particle so that
all the relevant production channels for the LHC can
be accurately simulated at NLO in QCD and to present
results for cross sections and distributions for the pro-
duction of the 750 GeV spin-2 resonance at the LHC 13
TeV.

2. Theoretical framework

We consider the effective field theory of a massive
spin-2 particle Y2 interacting with the SM fields. The
kinetic term of Y2 can be described by the well-known
Fierz-Pauli Lagrangian, with the positive-energy condi-
tion @µY

µ⌫
2 = 0, and the interactions with SM fields are

(V is a gauge field, while f are matter fields )

LY2
V,f = �

V, f

⇤
T V, f
µ⌫ Yµ⌫2 ,

where T V
µ⌫ (T f

µ⌫) are the energy-momentum tensors of V
( f ), respectively, i.e.,
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where the indices of other possible quantum numbers
(such as colour) are understood and Fµ⌫ is the field
strength of V . In the SM, the gauge fields V are
SU(2)L⇥U(1)Y ElectroWeak (EW) gauge bosons (W, B)
or the SU(3)C gluon g, while the matter fields f are
quarks, leptons and left-handed neutrinos. The gauge-
fixed term proportional to the Kronecker delta function
�mV ,0 in T V

µ⌫ indicates that it is needed only when V is
massless mV = 0 (i.e., V = g, �). The Y2 can also inter-
act with the SM Higgs doublet � via

LY2
�
= �H

⇤
T�µ⌫Y

µ⌫
2 ,

where the energy-momentum tensor T�µ⌫ is

T�µ⌫ = Dµ�†D⌫� + D⌫�
†Dµ� � gµ⌫(D⇢�†D⇢� � V(�)) .

After spontaneous symmetry breaking, one gets the
mass eigenstates of EW bosons (Z,W±, �) and SM
Higgs boson H. In addition, when working in the Feyn-
man gauge and at 1-loop level, the extra interaction of
Y2 and Fadeev-Popov (FP) ghost fields is necessary (e.g.
Refs. [35, 36]),

LY2
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T FP
µ⌫ Yµ⌫2 ,

where
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! being the FP ghost of the gluon field V = g and gs the
strong coupling constant.

Our implementation builds upon the FEYNRULES
package [37, 38] and the NLOCT program [39] which
are used to generate the UFO model [40] as well as
the counterterms for the renormalization and the ratio-
nal term R2. Some extended functionalities have been
implemented in NLOCT to handle the effective La-
grangian of a spin-2 particle. A point worth of stress-
ing concerns the renormalisation. With universal cou-
plings, e.g, g = q no extra renormalisation procedure
is needed beyond the usual ones of the SM as the spin-2
current is conserved. On the contrary, for non-universal
couplings, the spin-2 current is not conserved and spe-
cific renormalisation constants need to be introduced to
cancel left-over ultraviolet divergences [23]. These ex-
tra couplings are renormalised as
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by NLOCT, where CF =
4
3 ,TF =

1
2 . Our implementa-

tion is general and allows for models with non-universal
couplings case to be studied at NLO accuracy.

The corresponding spin-2 UFO model [41] is di-
rectly employable in the MADGRAPH5 aMC@NLO
framework [42] to perform phenomenological studies
at NLO QCD accuracy including matching to PS. One-
loop contributions are calculated numerically by the
MADLOOP module [43] with the tensor integrand-level
reduction method [44, 45] that was implemented in
NINJA [46, 47]. The real emission contributions are cal-
culated with the Frixione-Kuntz-Signer (FKS) subtrac-
tion method [48, 49] implemented in MADFKS [50].
Finally, the MC@NLO formalism [51] is employed to
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Figure 7. Normalised distributions in pT and ⌘ of the diphoton system and the leading

jet and photon as well as in �⌘ of the photons and jets for the 750 GeV spin-2 scenario

at the 13 TeV LHC. The red, blue and green lines show the R = 1, 0.1 and 10 cases,

respectively. For reference, the gluon-initiated spin-0 case is shown as black dashed line.

A cut of pT (j) < 200 GeV is imposed as explained in the text.

4.2 Heavier parent resonance

We next contrast the above results to the di↵erent cases of a heavier parent resonance

described in Section 2.2. To begin with, we show in Fig. 8 (left) the diphoton invariant

mass distributions for the di↵erent benchmark scenarios from Table 1. We see that

with a precise lineshape analysis one should be able to discriminate the three-body

decay and antler scenarios (II–IV) from the cases where the two photons originate

from a two-body decay of a 750 GeV particle. Even for the diphoton coming from

the 750 GeV resonance (with a 45 GeV width) in scenario I, the lineshape can di↵er

from the one for direct resonance production (black dashed) depending on m
1

.

If S
1

or �
1

are invisible, an observable that can be more readily exploited with

less data to discriminate the heavier parent from the direct 750 GeV resonance case

is the amount of missing transverse energy, Emiss

T , shown in the right panel in Fig. 8.

Depending on the precise mass pattern, the Emiss

T distribution may also help to

discriminate between scenarios I–IV. We note that scenarios III and IV as well as
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Surely a resonance?
Parent resonance decaying into 750 GeV particle plus other stuff
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Collimated photons
Resonance decay into light scalars, decaying into collimated photons

5

NP

�

Gluon fusion through a heavy
colored messenger

Section IIIA

NP
q

�

Non-MVF yukawa coupling to first
generation quarks

Section III B

q

�

Vector boson fusion through a
heavy W 0

Appendix B

�

SM

NP
Cascade decay Section IV

�
a

a
Decay to two pairs of collimated
photons through a Hidden Valley

Section V

NPNP

SM

Non-resonant kinematic edge
providing excess

Section IV

TABLE II: Topologies considered in this paper.

L � cGG�G
a
µ⌫G

µ⌫a + ��a
2

10�2 10�1 100

�� [TeV]

0.0020

0.0022

0.0024

0.0026

0.0028

c G
G
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�1
]
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de
ca

y
w

id
th

=
45

G
eV

Figure 4. Allowed and excluded parameter space regions in the plane of the � couplings to gluons
and to s.

to account for the observed excess and, at the same time, make the light scalar mimic a

one-photon signature while still decaying within the detector.

In fact, the idea of reconstructing two photons as a single one may also be of interest

to other models. One interesting example is provided by a scalar resonance � with mass

m� ⇠ 750 GeV that decays into two very light scalars s that subsequently decay into two

photons. The relevant interactions can be written as

L � cGG�Ga
µ⌫G

µ⌫ a + ��s
2. (5.1)

In figure 4 we show the parameter space region in the cGG � � plane allowed by the

diphoton searches at both 8 and 13 TeV as well as the best fit width. Searches for dijets

are not sensitive to this region of the parameter space.

The two scenarios can be easily distinguished with additional data. If the diphoton

excess is due to the process Z 0 ! s�, a corresponding signal in Z 0 ! sZ ! ��Z should

be discovered in the near future. On the other hand, no such additional decay channel is

expected if the diphoton excess is due to a scalar decaying into two very light scalars.

Finally, we emphasize that the gauge boson of a new U(1)0 gauge group can mix

with the neutral gauge bosons of the SM. Indeed, given that we include fermions charged

under both U(1)Y and U(1)0, loop processes will in general lead to kinetic mixing of the

form �1
2 sin ✏F

0µ⌫Bµ⌫ [63, 64]. The presence of such a kinetic mixing term can modify

electroweak precision observables and lead to sizeable decays of the Z 0 into SM leptons,

providing promising ways to constrain this scenario. However, the precise magnitude of

these e↵ects depends on the specific UV completion. We leave a detailed investigation of

these e↵ects to future studies.
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Elementary or not?
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Figure 2. Bound state diphoton signals at
p
s = 13 TeV for color triplets (top), sextets (bottom-

left) and octets (bottom-right) as a function of the bound state mass. Results are shown for
constituents with spin j = 0 (solid black), 1/2 (dashed blue) and 1 (dotted red), for the values of
electric charge Q indicated on each curve. Limits are from ATLAS [4] (thick pink) and CMS [5]
(thick blue). The green rectangle shows the signal size range that can be inferred from the excesses
observed in [4, 5] at M ⇡ 750 GeV.

Finally we have the option of

j = 0 , R = 6 , Q = �2

3
. (3.4)

The corresponding bound state has a �� branching fraction of 0.10%, resulting in a ��

signal of 3.9 fb.

Each of the above candidates could be part of an SU(2) multiplet, as long as it has

the largest electric charge and the mass splittings in the multiplet are too small to allow
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The above results apply to SU(2) singlets. For SU(2) multiplets of isospin I that have

weak couplings to the Higgs boson and so are near-degenerate, the cross section is typically

increased by up to a factor of 2I + 1. This has no serious impact on triplets, but isospin

multiplets of octets and sextets are constrained.

3.2 Diphoton resonances

A particle of any spin and in any color representation can form a color-singlet S-wave bound

state with its antiparticle. If the particle is charged, its spin-0 (and spin-2, if present) bound

states, which are produced from gg, can annihilate also to ��. Below we consider only

particles that can decay to Standard Model particles (and possibly new invisible particles),

which restricts Q for a given color representation R; for R = 3, the allowed values are

Q = �1/3,+2/3,�4/3,+5/3, . . ., while for R = 8 only integer Q are allowed, etc. In the

limit that the annihilation to gg dominates, the �� signals are proportional to Q4.

Assuming that the total bound state width is dominated by annihilation decays (to gg,

��, Z� and ZZ, for SU(2)-singlet particles), the diphoton signals are shown in figure 2 for

color representations R = 3, 6, 8 at
p
s = 13 TeV. Also shown are limits from the ATLAS

and CMS diphoton resonance searches. We indicate the signal size required to explain the

excesses at 750 GeV, roughly between 3 and 6 fb (see above, and also e.g., [47–52]), by a

rectangle.

We see, for example, that a stoponium bound state (i.e., j = 0, R = 3, Q = 2/3)

would not produce a su�ciently large diphoton signal at M = 750 GeV, as has already

been noted in [23, 50].4 On the other hand, a diphoton signal of the right size could arise,

for example, from a particle with

j = 0 , R = 3 , Q = �4

3
(3.1)

or

j = 0 , R = 3 , Q =
5

3
. (3.2)

The corresponding bound states have �� branching fractions of 8% and 17%, resulting in

�� signals of 2.3 fb and 4.8 fb, respectively, with large uncertainties as discussed above.

For Q = �4/3 to explain the diphoton excess it is necessary that the Coulomb prediction

is an underestimate, as would be claimed by the recent lattice computation of [37], and

not an overestimate as computed in [14, 18].

Another option is

j =
1

2
, R = 3 , Q = �4

3
. (3.3)

Here the �� branching fraction is 8% and the �� signal is 4.7 fb up to uncertainties.5

4Ref. [23] proposed that the excess could instead be due to a diquarkonium, a bound state of particles

with j = 0, R = 6, Q = 4/3. Our results disagree with the original and revised versions of this paper.

According to figure 2 (bottom-left), the signal of such a bound state would be too large by an order of

magnitude.
5Formally, a color triplet of spin 1 and charge 2/3 is also consistent with the data, but to embed such a

particle of low mass into a realistic extension of the Standard Model seems daunting.
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I |Q| �Z�/��� �ZZ/��� �WW /���

0 any 0.63 0.10 0

1/2

2/3 3.7 6.3 21

4/3 0.32 1.1 1.4

5/3 0.31 0.72 0.54

1
4/3 3.7 6.3 14

5/3 1.5 3.2 6.3

Table 1. Diboson rates, summed over the SU(2) multiplet, for di↵erent choices of the weak isospin
I and the highest electric charge in the multiplet, |Q|. (For I = 1, the numbers depend slightly on
the color representation and are shown for the color-triplet case.)

X multiplet and, for nonzero isospin, its hypercharge.

3.4 Constraints from X pair production

Since model-independent constraints leave several candidates that could produce the ob-

served diphoton excess, we should ask whether other searches for X via its pair production

could exclude some or all of them. As we will now see, firm exclusion is impossible.

For example, a scalar triplet with Q = �4/3 may decay predominantly to pairs of jets

through the interaction

L = �cij
2

✏↵�� X
⇤↵ u�i u

�
j + h.c., (3.5)

where ui is the i-th generation SU(2)-singlet up-type antiquark field, ↵,�, � are color

indices, and cij = �cji are coupling constants. This dimension-four operator,8 which me-

diates decays such as

X ! ū c̄ , (3.6)

is similar to one of the R-parity violating (RPV) operators in the MSSM, through which

a stop can decay, for instance, as t̃1 ! d̄ s̄ (see [78] for a review). The pair-production

and decay signatures of the two scenarios are in fact identical, as long as one does not

employ charm tagging. The production cross sections are approximately equal since they

are dominated by the color gauge interactions. Conveniently, the RPV stop scenario is one

of the benchmark models of the CMS searches [30, 31] and there is currently no exclusion

of a top squark at m ⇡ 375 GeV. By contrast, a charge �2/3 sextet decaying to didj is

excluded, as seen in the lower panel of figure 5.

Depending on the flavor structure of cij in eq. (3.5), a color triplet Q = �4/3 scalar

may also decay as

X ! t̄ ū or t̄ c̄ . (3.7)

8Although cij violates flavor, it must by assumption be less than 10�2 (and greater than 10�7) so that

the XX̄ annihilation dominates over X decay (and X decays promptly). It is thus unlikely that X can be

observed as a qq ! X̄ resonance. Moreover, cij is potentially immune to existing flavor constraints [72].

Such diquarks have appeared, for example, in [73–77].
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Could be a QCD bound state of new particles!

E.g.: new scalar X of !
charge 2/3, 4/3, or 5/3

Simple case could fit !
the excess
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small decay into quarks
Coupling 

should be small

Similar to stop in supersymmetry with RPV couplings
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Another hierarchy problem?The existence of a second scalar introduce new hierarchy problems
DISCLAIMER: This is not a matter of theoretical predictivity.  

Tuning parameters is like not making any prediction for what we should be able to see next. 

Another light singlet state?

The existence of an an extra scalar  
strengthen the urgency of the BIG hierarchy problem 

�

g� ⇠ O(1)

⇤NP

⇤UV

h ⇠ 125 GeV

⇠ 1� 10 TeV

h can be  
environmental 

however is unlikely to  be 
environmental!�

⇠ 750 GeV

Assume it is another fundamental scalar particle …

Why its mass is at 750 GeV ?

How its mass is stable !

under quantum corrections?
… it has couplings of order one 

with NP states to get sizable gauge 
boson couplings …

Little hierarchy problem Hierarchy problem

m� ⇠ ⇤NP m� ⇠ ⇤UV

The existence of another fundamental scalar makes 
even more challenging the hierarchy problems…



Another hierarchy problem?
Assume it is another scalar particle …

The existence of another scalar makes even more 
hard the hierarchy problems…

What about !
SUSY ???

What about !
Composite Models ???

Is it a Pseudo-Goldstone Boson ?



The heavier A/H state of MSSM?
v

MS
⌧ 1

m2
H0 �m2

A0 ⇠ v2

Couplings to photons/gluons induced by coupling to SM quarks

Same coupling induces tree level decay of heavy Higgses

BR into gluons and photons 
will be suppressed

L � y0f Q̄L(H
0 + iA0)fR

Consider decoupling limit 
CP-Odd and CP-Even with 

small mass splitting and 
coupling mainly to fermions

Constraints from ttbar 
and tautau searches

7

where xHH± = m2
H/(4m2

H±) and �
±

is the coupling of
H with two charged Higgs bosons. The corresponding
coupling of A vanishes in the absence of CP violation.
The function As can be found for example in [89]. For
mH± ' 750 GeV this gives �(H ! ��) ' �2

±

⇥ 23 eV ,
which is tiny. The impact of charged Higgs loops is there-
fore generically small even for O(1) couplings. We will
take into account charged Higgs loops in our numerical
analysis discussed below.

The production modes of H include gluon fusion, vec-
tor boson fusion, as well as production in association with
gauge bosons, tops, or bottoms. The pseudoscalar A can
be produced in gluon fusion and in association with tops,
or bottoms. For a SM-like Higgs at 750 GeV, the dom-
inant production mode is through gluon fusion, which
is in turn dominated by the top loop. Also vector bo-
son fusion can contribute in a non-negligible way. For
the corresponding production cross-sections of H we es-
timate

�(gg ! H) ' (⇠Ht )2 ⇥ �(gg ! H)SM , (39)

�(VBF) ' (⇠HV )2 ⇥ �(VBF)SM , (40)

where ⇠Ht , ⇠HV are the relative size of the Htt, HWW
couplings with respect to the SM top Yukawa and weak
gauge coupling, respectively. The production cross-
sections of a SM-like Higgs boson with mass 750 GeV
at 13 TeV proton-proton collisions are approximately
�(gg ! H)SM ' 620 fb [97] and �(VBF)SM ' 220 fb [98–
100]. The gluon fusion production cross section for the
pseudoscalar A is approximately 50% larger [97]. Com-
bined with a branching ratio into diphotons of at most
O(10�5), this strongly suggests that a diphoton signal
is orders of magnitude below the observed excess, unless
the couplings of the heavy Higgses to the top quark are
non-perturbatively large, |⇠Ht | � 1. (Note that for the
coupling to gauge bosons one always has |⇠HV |  1 in a
2HDM.)

We performed a numerical analysis of the 2HDM pa-
rameter space, taking into account decays of H and A
into tops, bottoms, taus, weak gauge bosons, gluons, and
photons. In the decay to gluons we consider loops of
tops and bottoms and use NLO expressions for the de-
cay widths. In the decay to photons we consider loops
of tops, bottoms, taus, W bosons and charged Higgses.
We considered production in gluon fusion, vector boson
fusion and in association with bottom quarks. The gluon
fusion production cross section is computed at NNLO us-
ing higlu [97] and taking into account top and bottom
loops. The cross section for production in vector boson
fusion is estimated as in (40). To obtain the cross sec-
tion for production in association with bottom quarks,
we use bbh@nnlo [101]. We neglect all other subdomi-
nant production modes. We scan all relevant couplings
in the following generous ranges

|⇠H,A
t | < 1/3/5 , |⇠H,A

b | < 100 , |⇠H,A
⌧ | < 200 ,

|⇠HV |  1 , |�
±

| < 10 . (41)

The reduced couplings of H and A to tops, bottoms and
taus are taken to be independent in the scan. We take
into account the bounds from heavy Higgs to ZZ searches
in [94] (see also [93]) that strongly constrain regions of
parameter space where |⇠HV | is sizable. We find the fol-
lowing maximal signal strengths

(�BR)(pp ! H ! ��) . (0.01/0.06/0.14) fb , (42)

(�BR)(pp ! A ! ��) . (0.01/0.07/0.18) fb , (43)

where the first/second/third value corresponds to maxi-
mal top couplings of |⇠H,A

t | = 1/3/5. Adding up the H
and A signals, we find that even with extremely large top
couplings of ⇠H,A

t ' 5, the signal cross sections are well
below 1 fb.

B. Adding more degrees of freedom

As next step, we consider additional contributions to
the e↵ective couplings of the Higgs doublets to the gauge
bosons. In an e↵ective theory approach we write

L � ↵s

12⇡v2W

⇣
�g
1H

†

1H1 + �g
2H

†

2H2

⌘
Ga

µ⌫G
a
µ⌫

+
↵s

12⇡v2W
�g
12

⇣
H†

1H2 +H†

2H1

⌘
Ga

µ⌫G
a
µ⌫

� ↵s

12⇡v2W
�̃g
12 i

⇣
H†

1H2 �H†

2H1

⌘
Ga

µ⌫G̃
a
µ⌫ , (44)

where, as throughout the paper, we assumed that CP is
conserved. In (44) we only show the couplings to glu-
ons. E↵ective couplings of the Higgs doublets to the
SU(2)L gauge bosons, �W

1,2,12, and to the Hypercharge
gauge boson, �B

1,2,12, can be defined analogously. Note
that the leading gauge invariant operators that couple
H1,2 to gauge bosons are of dimension 6, in contrast to
the singlet case discussed above, where such couplings
exists already at the dimension 5 level.
After electroweak symmetry breaking and moving to

Higgs mass eigenstates, we find for the e↵ective couplings
of H and A to gluons and photons

�g = �g
1s�s↵ + �g

2c�c↵ + �g
12(c�s↵ + s�c↵) , (45)

�� = (�B
1 + �W

1 )s�s↵ + (�B
2 + �W

2 )c�c↵

+(�B
12 + �W

12)(c�s↵ + s�c↵) , (46)

�̃g = �̃g
12 , (47)

�̃� = �̃B
12 + �̃W

12 . (48)

In the decoupling limit, � � ↵ = ⇡/2, the contributions
from �i

1,2 are suppressed by s�c� ! 1/t� in the large
tan� regime. The contributions from �i

12, on the other
hand, are not suppressed at large tan�.
As in the singlet case, the e↵ective couplings can be

induced by a multitude of new degrees of freedom. As
an example, we consider one set of vector-like quarks:
a SU(2)L doublet, Q, and the corresponding singlet, U

⇠t =
y0t
yt

= 1, 3, 5

Maximum possible signal rate

arXiv:1512.07616

• Add heavy vector like states to enhance gluon/photon couplings 
• Enhance decay in        with threshold effects, e.g.

Way out
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      Goldstone of a global symmetry

Goldstone of a symmetry

Why it is
 light?

1) Goldstone boson of a composite model responsible for the EW scale

3) Goldstone boson of global symmetry in SUSY (R-axion)

2) Goldstone boson emerging from strong sector not related to EWSB

Work in progress

+ Many Composite Higgs models have extra singlets emerging from cosets!

+ Would related EWSB scale and new resonance mass in a unified picture!!

-  Difficult to embed in consistent model with fermion representations

+ Easier to realize but still interesting phenomenology, e.g. Dark Matter

+ Arise naturally in models with spontaneous/dynamical supersymmetry breaking

⌘



   and H are PNGB of strongly coupled model

Strongly coupled models

• Strongly coupled sector with SU(N) gauge group !
• Global Symmetry breaking SO(6)/SO(5)!
•             H + Extra singlet

4⇡/
p
N with the coupling among mesons, or the topological expansion parameter. The same

simple structure appears in holographic realisations of strongly-coupled theories where the two
parameters are simply given by the KK mass and coupling. In all cases N ⇠ (4⇡/g⇤)2 roughly
counts the number of degrees of freedom in the new dynamics. This perhaps oversimplified
picture will be the basis of our discussion.

To understand the lightness of the Higgs with respect to the strong scale m⇤ ⇠ TeV, the
Higgs can be considered to emerge as a PNGB from the spontaneous breakdown of a global
symmetry G ! H. It is however often the case that extra PNGB scalars accompany the
Higgs [32], with their quantum numbers fixed by group theory. For example, in composite Higgs
models based on the coset SO(6)/SO(5) [33] one obtains an extra singlet PNGB. Similarly to
the Higgs multiplet, these extra PNGB pick a mass from the explicit breaking of G. Two
cases for the breaking can be envisaged: either the breaking comes from external sources (the
couplings to the SM fields via gauge and proto-Yukawa interactions), or it originates from the
internal dynamics as we explain below. In the first case the PNGB mass is expected to be
generated, as for the Higgs, from top loops. Therefore in the absence of tuning, we expect

mPNGB ⇠ mh ⇥ f

v
⇠ yt

4⇡
m⇤ , (25)

where f is the Higgs decay constant that is parametrically related to the strong scale by
m⇤ ' g⇤f = 4⇡f/

p
N . Since f � v, as required in order to avoid large deviations from the SM

in Higgs couplings and in electroweak data, we can envisage the mass of these extra PNGB to
be around 700 GeV.

Let us consider now the second option. One can easily think of two examples. The first is
given by the ⌘0 in QCD at large Nc: the anomaly, which explicitly breaks the associated U(1)A,
is a subleading e↵ect in the 1/Nc expansion. Consequently the mass of the PNGB is [34]

mPNGB ⇠
r

Nf

Nc

m⇤ , (26)

where Nf is the number of flavours. A second example is given by a Wilson line W
5

=
H
A

5

associated with a 5D U(1) gauge field, whose mass vanishes at tree level and generally arises
at the one-loop level from the Aharonov-Bohm e↵ect. The resulting mass, according to our
identification of parameters, scales like

mPNGB ⇠ g⇤
4⇡

m⇤ . (27)

This could easily appear in holographic realisations of the composite Higgs. A possibly sizeable
coupling to the U(1) gauge field A to the SM gauge fields Aa could arise from the 5D Chern-
Simons term

✏MNRSTAMF a
NRF

a
ST , (28)

after we compactify the extra dimensions. Notice, as a structural remark, that by interpreting
g⇤ ⇠ 4⇡/

p
Nc, eq. (26) and eq. (27) coincide for Nf ⇠ O(1), which is nice and reassuring. One

should however remark that when Nf ⇠ Nc there is no parametric suppression for the ⌘0 mass.
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p
N with the coupling among mesons, or the topological expansion parameter. The same

simple structure appears in holographic realisations of strongly-coupled theories where the two
parameters are simply given by the KK mass and coupling. In all cases N ⇠ (4⇡/g⇤)2 roughly
counts the number of degrees of freedom in the new dynamics. This perhaps oversimplified
picture will be the basis of our discussion.

To understand the lightness of the Higgs with respect to the strong scale m⇤ ⇠ TeV, the
Higgs can be considered to emerge as a PNGB from the spontaneous breakdown of a global
symmetry G ! H. It is however often the case that extra PNGB scalars accompany the
Higgs [32], with their quantum numbers fixed by group theory. For example, in composite Higgs
models based on the coset SO(6)/SO(5) [33] one obtains an extra singlet PNGB. Similarly to
the Higgs multiplet, these extra PNGB pick a mass from the explicit breaking of G. Two
cases for the breaking can be envisaged: either the breaking comes from external sources (the
couplings to the SM fields via gauge and proto-Yukawa interactions), or it originates from the
internal dynamics as we explain below. In the first case the PNGB mass is expected to be
generated, as for the Higgs, from top loops. Therefore in the absence of tuning, we expect

mPNGB ⇠ mh ⇥ f

v
⇠ yt

4⇡
m⇤ , (25)

where f is the Higgs decay constant that is parametrically related to the strong scale by
m⇤ ' g⇤f = 4⇡f/

p
N . Since f � v, as required in order to avoid large deviations from the SM

in Higgs couplings and in electroweak data, we can envisage the mass of these extra PNGB to
be around 700 GeV.

Let us consider now the second option. One can easily think of two examples. The first is
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is a subleading e↵ect in the 1/Nc expansion. Consequently the mass of the PNGB is [34]

mPNGB ⇠
r

Nf

Nc

m⇤ , (26)

where Nf is the number of flavours. A second example is given by a Wilson line W
5

=
H
A

5

associated with a 5D U(1) gauge field, whose mass vanishes at tree level and generally arises
at the one-loop level from the Aharonov-Bohm e↵ect. The resulting mass, according to our
identification of parameters, scales like

mPNGB ⇠ g⇤
4⇡

m⇤ . (27)

This could easily appear in holographic realisations of the composite Higgs. A possibly sizeable
coupling to the U(1) gauge field A to the SM gauge fields Aa could arise from the 5D Chern-
Simons term

✏MNRSTAMF a
NRF

a
ST , (28)

after we compactify the extra dimensions. Notice, as a structural remark, that by interpreting
g⇤ ⇠ 4⇡/

p
Nc, eq. (26) and eq. (27) coincide for Nf ⇠ O(1), which is nice and reassuring. One

should however remark that when Nf ⇠ Nc there is no parametric suppression for the ⌘0 mass.
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and how the requirements on the di-photon resonance and dark matter can be fulfilled. In

section 3 we discuss the experimental constraints from the LHC-8TeV and from DM detection

experiments and present a final summary of the allowed parameter space. In section 4 we

discuss the prospects for future detection of our DM candidate both at the LHC-13TeV and

the next generation direct detection experiments. Appendix A contains a discussion about the

possible UV completions of the simplified model presented in section 2 and a brief analysis on

the phenomenology of a CP-odd singlet motivated by SUSY UV completions.

2 Di-photon excess in a dark matter simplified model

We consider an e↵ective lagrangian for a new spin zero and CP-even particle S (Jp = 0+)

which couples at tree level to a massive Dirac fermion  . Both S and the fermion are singlet

under the Standard Model and a global flavor symmetry under which  is charged guarantees

a stable fermionic DM candidate

L+

NP =
1

2
(@S)2 +

m2

S

2
S2 +  ̄/@ + (gDMS +M ) ̄ 

+
gGG

⇤
SGµ⌫Gµ⌫ +

gWW

⇤
SWµ⌫Wµ⌫ +

gBB

⇤
SBµ⌫Bµ⌫ . (2.1)

We fix the UV scale to ⇤ = 104 GeV conservatively sticking to the regime of validity of

the e↵ective field theory. The dimensionless couplings are taken to be order O(1), while the

missing operators allowed by the symmetries in the e↵ective lagrangian are assumed to be

suppressed by small couplings. Here we focus on the basic phenomenological properties of the

simplified model of dark matter in (2.1), taking a bottom-up approach1, while we postpone

the justification of our working assumptions in considering (2.1) for the Appendix A.

The total width: Considering the couplings in (2.1), the singlet scalar can decay into SM

gauge bosons, or invisibly with the leading order decay rate

�(S !  ̄ ) =
g2DMmS

8⇡

 
1� 4M2

 

m2

S

!
3/2

. (2.2)

In figure 1 we display the branching ratios of S decays into the various channels, for some

representative values of the couplings, as a function of the DM mass. As soon as the tree level

decay into dark matter is kinematically open, it dominates over the decays into SM particles

which are induced by dimension five operators. Among the SM decay channels, the gluon

decay mode is enhanced by the color factor.

1For our phenomenological studies, we employ FeynRules [52], MadGraph5 [53], MadDM [54, 55]

and micrOMEGAs [56].
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Figure 1: Contours of the di↵erent branching ratios for the singlet S as a function of M
 

. The

other parameters of the model are fixed to the benchmark values specified in the plot title. The solid

lines indicate the BR to invisible (blue) and SM particles (red). The dashed lines are the di↵erent SM

channels. The gray shaded contours indicate �
tot

/m
S

where we fixed m
S

= 750 GeV.

Figure 1 illustrates an important feature of the model. The gray-shaded contours indicate

the ratio of the width of S over its mass, i.e. �

tot

m
S

. As we pointed out in the introduction, the

ATLAS analysis hints towards a configuration of the spectrum and the couplings for which
�

tot

m
S

⇠ 3-9%. Figure 1 clearly shows the di�culties in obtaining a percent-level width by

considering dominant decay modes into SM particles, which contribute . 0.5% to �

tot

m
S

. This

feature is generic of models where the decay modes into SM particles are generated through

higher dimensional operators only, if we conservatively stick to the regime of validity of the

e↵ective field theory. In such scenarios a tree level decay mode certainly helps to enhance the

width of the resonance.

Figure 1 also shows that a large width can generically be obtained via the invisible decay

of the singlet into DM pairs (2.2). Indeed the requirement on a large width alone (1.3) imposes

a lower bound on the Yukawa-like coupling of the singlet to DM: gDM & 0.9. In what follows

we will show how this leads to very interesting implications for both DM direct detection as

well as collider phenomenology.
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Figure 3: Markov-chain scan over the four dimensional model parameter space, projected onto the

M
 

, g
DM

plane. The scan assumes a Gaussian likelihood function centered around ⌦h2 = 0.12, where

the range of allowed parameters is bounded by g
BB

= [10�2, 2], g
GG

= [10�2, 1], g
DB

= [10�2, 3] and

m
 

= [200, 375] GeV. The blue circles represent the total of 10000 points scanned over by the Markov-

chain, with no additional constraints. The green triangles represent a subset of the sampled points

which give relic density in the range of 0.1 < ⌦h2 < 0.13. The red diamonds assume an additional

requirement of �
tot

m

S

= (3� 9)%GeV. The dashed lines represent the range in which the total width in

the range of (3� 9)% of m
S

can be explained by dominant decays into dark matter.

dependent on the remaining model parameters. What do we mean with chiral nature?

Benchmark points: For concreteness we selected four benchmark points which provide a

yield in �� of O(1� 10) fb, roughly required to explain the observed di-photon excess (1.1):

P
1

: gGG = 0.25 gBB = 1 ,

P
2

: gGG = 0.25 gBB = 2 ,

P
3

: gGG = 0.14 gBB = 1 ,

P
4

: gGG = 0.14 gBB = 2 ,

(2.3)

where we are keeping fixed the cut-o↵ scale at ⇤ = 10 TeV. We intentionally choose O(1)

values for gBB, which opens up the parameter space leading to a sizeable �� cross section.
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Figure 5: Summary of the parameter space allowed by experimental constraints, in the g
GG

and

g
BB

plane, which results in �
��

> 2 fb at LHC13TeV. We marginalize over M
 

= [25, 600] GeV and

g
DM

= [0.1, 3], where we always require ⌦h2  0.12. Regions above dashed and dotted lines are ruled

out by individual searches specified on the plot, where we use dotted lines to represent the weakest

limits in the marginalization and the dashed lines for the strongest limits. The solid blue line and the

shaded region below it corresponds to the region of parameter space which can not account for a large

width of the di-photon resonance. The points labeled as capital P1�4 represent the benchmark model

points in (g
GG

, g
BB

) of 2.3, we use as illustrations in the paper. The direct detection bounds labeled

DD assume ⌦h2 = 0.12.

constraints. Note that this region of model parameters is also able to accommodate the di-

photon excess signal strength.

Benchmark points: Table 2 shows a summary of all the experimental constraints on

our scenario for the four benchmark model points in Table 1. Benchmark point 2, with

(gGG, gBB) = (0.25, 2), gives the largest yield in the di-photon signal (see Table 1) and it

is already severely constrained by the �� final state. Interestingly, requiring the correct DM

relic abundance for that choice of gGG and gBB, and hence fixing gDM and M to the values

in Table 1, enhances the Z� branching ratio making the benchmark 2 also excluded by Z�

searches at LHC-8TeV.

The other benchmark points are all within the allowed experimental bounds, both from

13

Allowed parameter !
space

4-dimensional par. space!
projected onto gGG and gBB

Dashed/dotted curves!
represent the !

strongest/weakest bounds!
(depending on the values of!

DM mass and coupling)
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feature a large width!



If the di-photon signal is indeed real…

… and the large width is confirmed …

Large Width and DM

This scenario is compatible with existing experimental constraints

… a possible consistent interpretation is a scalar mediator  
to dark matter with ~300 GeV DM mass and O(1) couplings …

… signals correlated with such interpretation should appear in 
MET+j channel at LHC and in direct detection experiments …



• Extrapolate existing bounds from LHC8 to LHC13!
• Explore parameter space imposing diphoton signal at 13 TeV

Prospects for LHC13
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The End

• Di-Photon excess triggered a lot of activity (and hope …)!

• Most explanations predict other NP around the corner!

• Correlated signatures in EW gauge bosons!

• Production mechanism could suggest vector like matter!

• Large width could be explained by invisible decay into DM!

• If it is confirmed, and it’s a scalar, we will have again 

hierarchy problem to solve … 

Jet+MET

@LHC

Dir.Det



The End

Thanks for your attention!
… let’s see what the new data will tell us …


